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SUBHARMONIC T21PLE BUNCHER FOR A HIGH-EFFICIENCY FREE-ELECTRON LASER*

J. S. Fraser, AT-7, MS H821
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Y!w!u

A high-efficiency free-electron laser oscillator
experiment is being constructed at Los Alamos National
Laboratory. A buncher system has been designed to
deliver 30-Ps, 5-nC electron bunches to a 20-MeV
standing-wave linac at the 60th subharmonic of the
1300-MHz accelerator frequency. The first 108,3-!!Hz
buncher cavity accepts a 5-ns, 5-A peak current pulse
fror,la triode gun. Followlng a 120-cm drift space, a
second 108.3-MHz cavity is used, primarily to enhance
the bunching of the trailing half of the bunch. A
1300-MHz cavity with 20-cm drift spaces at each end
completes the beamline components. The bun:hing
proce”,s contil~ues into the lintic’s first three accel-
erating cells. Two thin iron-shielded lenses and
seven large-dia,meter solenoids provide axial magnetic
fields for radial focusing.

Introduction

The experimental conditions of the free electron
laser oscillator experiment at Los Alamos require a
single optical bunch in the 7-m-long resonator.
Therefore, the repetition rate of the electron beam
bunches must be ~20 MHz. A pulse train up to 100 us
long Is provided to allow time for an oscillation to
grow from noise to saturation. The electron bunches
in the wiggler must be %30 ps long and contain at
least 3 nC of charge. Accordingly, the injector is
designed to deliver 5 nC per bunch to the linac.

A Litton triode gun with a grid pulser and a
postacc.elerator was designed to deliver a peak cur-
rent of over 5 A at 80 keV, with a base width of 5 ns.
The computed normalized transverse emittance] is
%2% nmrmrad. Tapered OFHC copper apertures are pro-
vided to spatially filter the gun emittance, if neces-
sary, to achieve thp required emittance of hI rnrrrmrad
at 20 t4eV In tF,e wiggler.

Choice of Subharmonic Frequency

The length L of the optical savity is con-
stl.ainerlfor various reasons to lie between 4 and E!m
and is related to the gun-pulse freq~~ncy f by

9 ■ 150 f-’
gun

gun ‘ where k is in meters and f is in mega-

hertz. The gun-pulse width must be shorter than a
half-period of the first subharmonic buncher-cavity

field; therefore, f~~b ~ 2 times the gljn-pulse width.

Finally, the gun-pulse frequency and the subharmonic
buncher frequency must be harmonically related to the
linac frequency, 1300 MHz, and to each other, Hence,
f ● 1300/11, fqun ■

Shb 1300/m, and m/n = k, where k, m,

and n are integers. A lower ~tmit on fshb is Imposed

to minimize the size of the buncher cavities, which
are iocatcd within the central borehulss of several
solenoid magnets,

The chosen parameters are n ■ 12, m ■ 60, and
t ■ 6.92m. For n < 12, the rf period is too short;
for n < 13, the cavities are too large; and fol
m . 60, the optical cavity is too larqe. Therefore,

‘gun N 21,67 MHz and f~hh w 108.33 MHz.

work p?rforwted~or Defefise Advanced Research Projects
Agency under the au:pices of US Dapsrtment of Energy,

Oesign Calculations

A one-dimensional ring codez was used as a
guide in selecting the number and location of the
buncher cavities and to select field amplitudes and
phases in the cavities. This code is the most recent
in a long line of computer simulations derived from
the 1~’~e-signal theory of traveling-wave tube ampli-
fiers.- The ring radius is assumed to remain con-
:tant, while the current’s effective value increases
as the bunching proceeds.

As a complementary approach, integration of the
Pierce paraxial envelcne equationb was used to
determine the axial magnetic field required to main-
tain Brillouin flow or constant equilibrium beam
radius,’ The axial magnetic field produced by a
trial set of collinear solenoids was calculated ‘or
use in the paraxial envelope code. The beam current’s
effective value was assumed to increase linearly from
5 A at the first buncher to 100 A at the end of the
bunching regfon.

The chosen design, based on the foregoing calcu-
lations, consists of two subharmonic-frequency buncher
cavities and one buncher cavity at the linac fre-
quency. The ring-model calculation shows clearly that
under the g{ven input conditions, the initial bunching
must be gentle, with a long drift space. A second
subharmonic buncher cavity is rpquired to correct a
nonlinear bunching that is an unavoidable relativistic
effect. Equal and opposite energy changes imposed in
the two halves of the sinusoidal bunchp~ field result
in different values of lA13/13’, hence different
bunching. The second buncher is phased to enhance the
bunching of the trailing half of the bunch. Finally,
the third cavity is ~equired to compress the bunch
sufficiently so as to minimize the energy spread in
the high field gradients of the first three accelera-
tor cells, where further bunching occurs.

The bunching voltages, phases, frequencies, and
drift distances followinq each buncher gap are given
in Table I.

The charge and energy distributions after passing
thruugh the third graded-fi linac cell are shown in
Fig. 1. The total charge injected into the first
subharmonic buncher was 20 nC. In Fig. 1, the total
charge in the cent:al peak, 34 ps wide, is 13 nC, In
the ●nergy spectrum, the peak, which is 160 keV wide,
contains 9 nCm

The results of integrating the par,:xfal envelope
@quatfon with the chosen solanoid parameters are
shown in Fig. 2. Brillouin flow was not achieved
with the assumed conditions, but the scalloping is
small enough to allow the beam to be transported
w!thin the available apertures.

TABLE I

BUNCHER VOLTAGES, PHASES, FREQUENCIES,
ANC DRIFT DISTANCES

Peak Phase (door@es
cavity Frequency with r;sp~ct to

~ refer~nce ring)
Drift

No, w— m

1 108.33 30 1?0
? 108,33 18 -3; 20
3 1300 ?0 -lo 20
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Fig. 1. llnac Input phase and energy distributions
from the ring-model calculation.
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Fig. 2. Beam radius, R, from the integration of
Pierce paraxlal envelope equation. The axial
magnetic f?eld, Bz, Is produced by the set of

lenses and solenoids indicated at the top of
the fiqure. The current, I, is assumed, The
circles arc equilibrium radii from Ref. 5.
Buncher beam pipe and llnac apertures are
indtcated.

Buncher Cavity Design

The three bunrher cavities are of the coaxial
resonator type. In the 108.33-MHz cavities, the ovpr-
all dimensions were reduced by placlng dir’s on the
ends of the inner members of the coaxial structure to
provide capacitive loading, Details of the design
were established wtth the a!d of the SUPER~lSH code,
Ths muasursd ~s were 7900 and t340C for the 1OEI.33- and
1300-MHz cavities, resp~ctfvely,

The cavities are provided with tuning plungers
mounted on micrometer actuators with IJI911OWS v~cuum
seals. The tuning rdnges available dre 0.7 an-i 0,6%
fnr the 108.33- and 1300-MHz cavitleg, respectively,
Each buncher cavity is Trovided with a w~ter-cooling
coil to stabilize the temperature.

~hr Injector Assembly

An elevction view oi’ the complet~ inject.r osscm-
bly is shown in Fig. 3, The beam flom the ●lectron
gun first passes through t:fo thin lenses of t::e elcc-
tromagn:t ty e. Steering COI!S and a pumping channel

Eare located ettwen the tnln lenses.
As the beam approaches the first sub+armc:Ilc

bunchar cavlt ,
i’

it enters 6 tapered axial magnetic
flold (Fig. 2 . The gun !tsRlf Is shielded fro:flthe
●ntrernity of this field by a sheet of mild steel
placed sdjacent to the buncher chvity.

SOLENOID MAGNETS

51 Ecn, NG COILS
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Fig. 3. The Injector assembly for the Los Alamos frpe

electron laser oscillator experiment.

A second set of steering coils, a valve, and a
retractable fluorescent screen are located between the
two subharmonic-frequency cavitfes. Located before
and after the set of buncher cavttles are two broad-
band wall-current monitors of the type used in the
tnjector for the proposed SLAC Linear Collider,

A graded set of three beam-limiting apertures is
provided in the space between the two thin lenses.
The aptirtures are tapered with a 10° half-angle in a
5-cm-thick block of OFHC copper. Tapered apertures
located near dispenser cathodes have been showns to
ellmln~te poisoning of the cathodes caused by metal
atoms sputtered upon impact of negative oxygen ions
emitted from the cathode.’ The aperture diameters
are 4, 5, and 8 mm; a fourth position of the aperture
fr~me presents no obstruction to the beam,

Status—.

All components of the \njector for the Los Plamos
free electron laser oscillator experiment h~ve been
received and are being tnstai led, The magnetic axes
of the large solenoids are being located with a trans-
verse Hall probe, As each buncher cavity ~nd its
a5S0cidted solenoids are installed, bunch width meas-
urements ere made with a wall-current monitor and a
wide-band current transformer, Emittance measurements
ace made with a p?pper-pot device. Beamlets formed
by a tantalum plate drilled with a pattern of 0,13-nwn-
dtam holes are observed on a fluorescent screen after
drifting up to JO cm,
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